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Short Description

Comprehensive cooling, Whisper-quiet, User-friendly & hassle free notebook experience As the world's
leading brand in the thermal solution field, Cooler Master devoted to the notebook cooler product
development (NotePal series) as the pioneer among the others since years ago. In 2007, another NotePal new
launching, NotePal Infinite, is dedicated to end multiple heat sources other than CPU (individual graphics
processor, DVD recorder, memory and hard drive) from the notebook, an arising hassle nowadays. With this
innovative cooling principal, NotePal Infinite offers infinite airflow (as its name) to have cooling area increased
by 150% and cool down notebook up to 17 degrees Celsius. Moreover, this unique design hence whisper-
quiet operation. It offers stable and comfortable environment for work and entertainment.

Description

Comprehensive cooling, Whisper-quiet, User-friendly & hassle free notebook experience As the world's
leading brand in the thermal solution field, Cooler Master devoted to the notebook cooler product
development (NotePal series) as the pioneer among the others since years ago. In 2007, another NotePal new
launching, NotePal Infinite, is dedicated to end multiple heat sources other than CPU (individual graphics
processor, DVD recorder, memory and hard drive) from the notebook, an arising hassle nowadays. With this
innovative cooling principal, NotePal Infinite offers infinite airflow (as its name) to have cooling area increased
by 150% and cool down notebook up to 17 degrees Celsius. Moreover, this unique design hence whisper-
quiet operation. It offers stable and comfortable environment for work and entertainment.

Features

Comprehensive thermal solution to end multiple heat sources
- Innovative and optimized airflow structure increases cooling area by 150%, compared to traditional notebook coolers
- Metal mesh surface for great cooling performance
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- Ultimate thermal solution to cool down notebook up to 17 degrees Celsius
Unique structure design hence excellent silent cooling
- 3 adjustable fan speed to accommodate your working environment
- Silent cooling at 15-20.5 dBA
Ergonomic design for comfort
User friendly & hassle free design
- Special design of intake at rear side allows convenient usage anywhere, on sofa or in bed
- Anti-slip rubbers prevents the notebook from sliding
- Unique design for easy cable management
- Accommodates most notebook dimensions from 12" - 17" and especially wide screen

Specifications

Model R9-NBC-BWCA-GP

Dimension (W / H / D) 380x300x10~50 mm

Fan Dimension (W / H / D) 90mmx90mmx25mm

Bearing Type Rifle bearing

Fan Life Expectancy 50,000 hours

Fan Noise Level (dB-A) 15~20.5dBA

USB Port USB2.0/1.1 x2

Power USB 5VDC

Connector USB2.0/1.1 (Max current:300mA)

Compatibility Supports all 12�-16� notebook as well as 17�

Other Fan speed control (high-middle-low); Power switch & power LED indicator

Operation degree 8.5 degree

Material Aluminum and plastic
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Additional Information

Brand Cooler Master

SKU R9-NBC-BWCB-GP

Weight 7.0000

Color Black

Fan Dimensions 90mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Noise (dB) 21

Vendor SKU/EAN 870423006596


